Dear APPLE Owner:

This CONTACT mailing is a thick one, with lots of new information. It includes:

- CONTACT #5
- February Price List - featuring new, lower RAM prices and announcing MICROCHESS 2.0
- Dealer List
- APPLE Magazine - The first issue of a semi-regular publication that focuses on computer applications. It includes our catalog.
- CONTRIBUTED PROGRAMS VOL. 3-5 Manual - This special bonus issue features information on some really useful software from our Contributed Library. Programs are available from your APPLE dealer for $2.00 each or $10.00 per volume, on your media.

In addition to the above, you'll find miscellaneous literature from other manufacturers offering products for your APPLE. We do not endorse these products, but distribute the information as a service to help keep you abreast of the market. I hope you find it useful.

Sincerely yours,
APPLE COMPUTER INC.

Phil Roybal
Product Marketing Mgr.
PR/mac